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Abstract— The emerging IEEE 802.16j mobile multi-hop relay
(MMR) network is currently being developed to increase the user
throughput and extend the service coverage as an enhancement
of existing 802.16e standard. In 802.16j, the intermediate relay
stations (RSs) help the base station (BS) communicate with those
mobile stations (MSs) that are either too far away from the
BS or placed in an area where direct communication with BS
experiences unsatisfactory level of service. In this paper, we
investigate the uplink Erlang capacity of a two-hop 802.16j relay
system supporting both voice and data traffics with adaptive
modulation and coding (AMC) scheme applied in the physical
layer. We first develop analytical models to calculate the blocking
probability in the access zone and the outage probability in the
relay zone, respectively. Then a joint algorithm is proposed to
determine the bandwidth distribution between the access zone
and the relay zone, and to derive the Erlang capacity region of the
system. The numerical examples show that some capacity gains
can be obtained with a relay-enhanced 802.16j system compared
to the conventional single-hop 802.16e system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IEEE 802.16 standard, also known as WiMAX, has emerged
as an advanced broadband wireless access technology and has
attracted tremendous attention in both academia and industry.
It is expected that future mobile communication systems are
evolving to provide a wide range of services, including voice,
data and multimedia applications with higher transmission rate
and better quality of service (QoS).
However, due to significant loss of signal strength along
the propagation path and the transmit power constraint of
mobile stations (MSs), the coverage area of a legacy single-hop
cellular network is often geographically limited. Traditional
solution to this problem is to deploy additional base stations
(BSs). Unfortunately, the high cost of BSs and potential
aggravation of interference make this approach less favorable.
Alternatively, relay stations (RSs) that receive and forward
signals between the BS and MSs are introduced to help BS
communicate with those MSs that are either too far away
from the BS or placed in an area where direct communication
with BS experiences unsatisfactory level of service. Recently,
802.16j task group was formed to amend the current 802.16e
standard to support mobile multi-hop relay (MMR) operation.
In an MMR network, MSs are allowed to route through
intermediate RSs to reach the BS, which differs from the
legacy single-hop 802.16e system.
Reference [1] & [2] show that with appropriate deployment
of RSs in an MMR network, significant performance gains

can be obtained in terms of the user throughput as well as
the cellular coverage compared to conventional single-hop
cellular networks. The capacity gain of an 802.16j system is
investigated in [4] via simulations. In this paper, we propose
an analytical model to calculate the uplink Erlang capacity of
multi-class multi-hop relay networks with adaptive modulation
and coding (AMC) scheme applied in the physical layer. With
AMC, the allocation of bandwidth to each user is no longer
deterministic, i.e., a fixed amount of bandwidth, but in a
dynamic behavior. Therefore, the calculation of the Erlang
capacity should take both the call admission control (CAC)
module at the data link layer as well as the AMC module at the
physical layer into considerations. We first present analytical
models to calculate the blocking probability in the access zone
and the outage probability in the relay zone, respectively.
Based on that, a joint algorithm to determine the Erlang
capacity of the system is proposed. The Erlang capacity here is
defined as the maximum traffic load among different service
classes that the system can support when both the blocking
and the outage probabilities do not exceed certain thresholds.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the system model as well as the new frame
structure in 802.16j networks. In Section III, analytical models
for calculating the blocking probability in the access zone
and the outage probability in the relay zone are presented,
followed by a joint algorithm to determine the system Erlang
capacity. Numerical results are shown in Section IV. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In order to improve the capacity and extend the coverage
range without compromising backward compatibility with the
legacy MSs, the 802.16j standard has extended the 802.16e
frame structure to support mobile multihop relay capability.
A high level frame structure of 802.16j systems operated
in OFDMA-TDD mode is illustrated in Fig. 1. The frame
structure supports a typical two-hop relay-enhanced communication, where some MSs communicate directly to the BS,
while other MSs are attached to a RS and communicate to
the BS via the RS. Frame sections in grey denote receive
operation, whereas sections in white denote transmit operation.
Even though extensions of the frame structure to support
more than two hops have been defined by the work group,
here we only concentrate on a two-hop relay scenario, as the
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Fig. 1. Frame structure for 802.16j MMR network with OFDMA-TDD
operation [4]

communication path between the MSs and BS is usually no
more than two-hop away in conventional cellular networks.
At the physical layer, the time axis is divided into frames
with fixed length, each of which consists of a downlink (DL)
and an uplink (UL) subframe to support TDD operation. In
order to enable multihop communication, both downlink and
uplink subframes are further divided into the access and relay
zones. The access zone is dedicated for communication that
directly engages MSs, and it is backward compatible with the
802.16e standard. Specifically, MSs receive from or transmit
to the BS or RS with which they are associated with in the
access zone of downlink and uplink subframe, respectively.
The access zone in both downlink and uplink is followed by a
relay zone. In the relay zone, the RS receives from or transmits
to the BS in the corresponding downlink or uplink subframe,
respectively. For legacy MSs, the notion of relay zone remains
transparent to them, as they will only become aware of the
existence of some new zones following the access zone based
upon the DL-MAP and UL-MAP, and thus simply stay idle
during these relay zones. In an MMR network, the radio link
between MSs and their superordinate RS or BS is defined as
the access link, while the radio link between the RS and the
BS is defined as the relay link.
In this paper, we only focus on the uplink capacity of a
relay-enhanced system. In each UL subframe, assume there
are M subchannels in frequency domain and L time slots in
time domain, which results in a total of K = M ∗ L OFDMA
slots available in frequency-time domain for UL transmissions.
A slot is the minimum resource allocation unit as defined in the
802.16 standard. Adaptive modulation and coding scheme is
employed at the physical layer to adjust the transmission mode
dynamically according to the time-varying channel conditions.
Multiple transmission modes are available, with each mode
representing a pair of specific modulation format and a forward
error correcting code. The transmission mode is determined by

the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
Two types of service, voice service and data service, are
supported by the system. Voice service is not tolerant to packet
delay, thus requires a constant bit rate of Rv bits per frame.
Data service is more elastic in terms of being able to vary the
transmission rate according to the channel conditions, but also
requires a minimum throughput of Rd bits per frame. Voice
and data users arrive at the cell in a random order.
III. A NALYTICAL M ODELS
A. PHY Layer Transmission with AMC
We assume that each subchannel is frequency flat, and
remains constant within a frame, but may vary from frame
to frame. We further assume that the channel quality of each
subchannel is independent identically distributed (i.i.d.), and
follows a Rayleigh fading. For flat Rayleigh fading channels,
the received SNR is a random variable γ with probability
density function (pdf) [5]:
 γ
1
(1)
pγ (γ) = exp −
γ
γ
where γ is the average received SNR.
Adaptive modulation and coding scheme has been widely
adopted in the physical layer of modern communication systems. The design objective of AMC is to maximize the data
rate by adjusting the transmission parameters according to
time-varying channel conditions, while maintaining a prescribed packet error rate (PER) P0 over wireless links. Let N
denote the total number of transmission modes available (e.g.,
N = 6). Assuming constant power transmission, we partition
the entire SNR range into N non-overlapping consecutive
−1
intervals with boundaries denoted as {Γn }N
n=−1 . Specifically,
mode n is chosen when γ ∈ [Γn−1 , Γn ). Therefore, with
Rayleigh fading, mode n will be chosen with probability:
 Γn
pγ (γ) dγ
Pr (n) =
Γn−1
(2)
 Γ 
 Γ

n
n+1
= exp −
− exp −
γ
γ
Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

Mode 4

Mode 5

Modulation

BPSK

QPSK

QPSK

16QAM

64QAM

Coding rate

1/2

1/2

3/4

3/4

3/4

Rn (bits/sym)

0.5

1.0

1.5

3.0

4.5

αn

274.7229

90.2512

67.6181

53.3987

35.3508

gn

7.9932

3.4998

1.6883

0.3756

0.0900

γpn (dB)

−1.5331

1.0942

3.9722

10.2488

15.9784

TABLE I
T RANSMISSION MODES WITH CONVOLUTIONALLY CODED
MODULATION [5]

The closed-form of the average PER corresponding to mode
n is obtained as [5]:
 Γn
1
PERn =
αn exp(−gn γ) pγ (γ) dγ
(3)
Pr (n) Γn−1
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where αn , gn are the mode dependent parameters shown in
Table I.
−1
The algorithm for determining the thresholds {Γn }N
n=−1
with the prescribed PER = P0 is described in details in [5].
Let R be a random variable with probability mass function
fR , denoting the number of bits that can be transmitted in one
slot.
R ∈ {sR0 , sR1 , · · · , sRN −1 }
(4)
fR (sRn ) = P(R = sRn ) = Pr (n)
where Rn is the number of bits carried per symbol in transmission mode n as shown in Table I, and s is the number of
symbols per time slot.
As mentioned in the previous section, uplink subframes are
further divided into the access zones and relay zones. In UL
access zone, MSs transmit to the BS or RS with which they
are associated with, while in UL relay zone, the RS relays the
traffic received from the MSs to the BS. Let random variables
γ M2B , γ M2R , and γ R2B denote the average received SNR
on link MS-to-BS, MS-to-RS, and RS-to-BS, respectively.
Generally it is expected that γ R2B enjoys better quality than
γ M2R and γ M2B , as it is likely that the propagation conditions
on the RS-to-BS link are less severe than that on the MS-toRS and MS-to-BS links. From Eqn. (1) - (4), we can obtain
the number of bits that can be transmitted in one slot over
different links, denoted as random variables RM2B , RM2R ,
and RR2B , with probability mass function fRM2B , fRM2R , and
fRR2B , respectively.
B. Blocking Probability in the Access Zone
In UL access zone, MSs transmit to BS or RS with which
they are associated with. It is assumed that voice and data users
associated with the MS-to-BS access zone arrive following a
and λM2B
, respectively, and
Poisson process with rate λM2B
v
d
voice and data users associated with the MS-to-RS access
zone arrive following a Poisson process with rate λM2R
v
and λM2R
, respectively. The service time for voice and data
d
users is exponentially distributed with intensity μv and μd ,
respectively. We assume that K Access slots are allocated to
the UL access zone per frame.
For a given quality of service, Rv (Rd ) bits are allocated to
a voice (data) user per frame. In AMC scheme, the modulation
and coding rate is chosen according to time-varying channel
conditions. As a consequence, the number of slots allocated to
each user is varying from frame to frame. Let NvM2B (NdM2B )
be a random variable denoting the number of slots required by
a voice (data) user associated with the MS-to-BS access zone
per frame, and NvM2R (NdM2R ) be a random variable denoting
the number of slots required by a voice (data) user associated
with the MS-to-RS access zone per frame. The probability
mass function of random variables NvM2B , NdM2B , NvM2R ,
and NdM2R are denoted as fNvM2B , fNdM2B fNvM2R , and fNdM2R ,
correspondingly, and can be obtained from fRM2B and fRM2R :
Rv
Rv
NvM2R = M2R
NvM2B = M2B
R
R
(5)
Rd
Rd
M2B
M2R
Nd
= M2B
Nd
= M2R
R
R

where RM2B and RM2R are random variables denoting the
number of bits that can be transmitted in one slot on MS-toBS link and MS-to-RS link, respectively.
Let us denote the system state to be (i, j, m, n), where i
and j denote the number of admitted voice and data users
associated with the MS-to-BS access zone, and m and n
denote the number of admitted voice and data users associated
with the MS-to-RS access zone. Assume that the system is in
state (i, j, m, n), then the total number of slots required by
the admitted voice and data users in the access zone can be
modeled by a random variable Di,j,m,n :
Di,j,m,n =

i


NvM2B +

j


NdM2B +

m


NvM2R +

n


NdM2R
(6)

with probability mass function fDi,j,m,n :
fDi,j,m,n = fNvM2B ⊗ · · · ⊗ fNvM2B ⊗ fNdM2B ⊗ · · · ⊗ fNdM2B




i times

j times

⊗ fNvM2R ⊗ · · · ⊗ fNvM2R ⊗ fNdM2R ⊗ · · · ⊗ fNdM2R




m times

n times

(7)
where a ⊗ b denotes discrete convolution.
Outage in the access zone is defined to occur when the
total number of slots required by the admitted users exceeds
the total number of available slots allocated to the UL access
zone. If outage occurs, the admitted users may not get the
prescribed data rate and the QoS level might be degraded. If
the system is in state (i, j, m, n), the outage probability in the
access zone can be calculated as:
Access
)
PAccess
outage (i, j, m, n) = P(Di,j,m,n > K
= 1 − P(Di,j,m,n ≤ K Access )

=1−
fDi,j,m,n (d)

(8)

d≤K Access

The call admission control (CAC) module at the data
link layer is responsible for preventing the system capacity
from being overused by limiting the number of ongoing
connections. When a new connection arrives at the system,
it will be accepted under the condition that the acceptance
of the new connection will not cause the outage above a
predefined threshold. Therefore, the blocking probability of
a new connection depends on both the current state of the
system and the bandwidth requirement of the new connection.
Specifically, assume that a voice call associated with the MSto-BS access zone arrives at the time instant when the system
is in state (i, j, m, n). The CAC module estimates the outage
probability of the next state, which is PAccess
outage (i+1, j, m, n). If
the estimated outage probability is smaller than the threshold,
the new call is accepted, otherwise, the new call is rejected.
Let av,M2B
i,j,m,n be the acceptance probability of a voice call
associated with the MS-to-BS access zone arriving in state
(i, j, m, n), determined as follows:
av,M2B
i,j,m,n =

1 if PAccess
outage (i + 1, j, m, n) ≤ OutTh
0 if PAccess
outage (i + 1, j, m, n) > OutTh
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where OutTh is the predefined outage threshold in the access
zone. Similar calculations can be performed to obtain the
v,M2R
d,M2R
acceptance probability of ad,M2B
i,j,m,n , ai,j,m,n , and ai,j,m,n .
The call-level characteristics of a multi-class (voice/data)
802.16j relay system with the CAC policy described above can
be modeled by a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC).
Based on the acceptance probability derived in each system
state, we can construct a four-dimensional state transition diagram. Since it is a reversible Markov process (Kolmogorov’s
criteria is fulfilled for all possible paths), we can apply
the local balance equations to calculate the relative state
probabilities, denoted as q(i, j, m, n), with reference to state
(0, 0, 0, 0) [7]. The absolute state probabilities can be obtained
after normalization of the relative state probabilities:
p(i, j, m, n) =

q(i, j, m, n)
q(·)

(10)

The state space of the system is denoted as:
S := {i, j, m, n} ∈ {I × J × M × N }

(11)

where I, J, M, N are the maximum number of users that can
be accommodated in each traffic class.
be a set of marginal states for voice users
Let ΩM2B
v
associated with the MS-to-BS access zone:
:= {(i∗ , j ∗ , m∗ , n∗ )}
ΩM2B
v

(12)

where the marginal states for voice users associated with the
MS-to-BS access zone (i∗ , j ∗ , m∗ , n∗ ) are defined satisfying
the following conditions:
p(i∗ , j ∗ , m∗ , n∗ ) = 0
p(i , j ∗ + 1, m∗ , n∗ ) = 0
p(i∗ , j ∗ , m∗ + 1, n∗ ) = 0
∗

(13)

p(i∗ , j ∗ , m∗ , n∗ + 1) = 0
Due to the PASTA-property in Poisson arrival process, the
call congestion is equal to the time congestion, thus the call
blocking probability of voice users associated with the MSto-BS access zone (PM2B
block,v ) can be calculated as:

PM2B
p(i∗ , j ∗ , m∗ , n∗ )
(14)
block,v =
(i∗ ,j ∗ ,m∗ ,n∗ )∈ΩM2B
v

Similar calculations can be performed to obtain the call
blocking probability of the other three traffic classes (PM2B
block,d ,
M2R
PM2R
,
and
P
).
block,v
block,d
C. Outage Probability in the Relay Zone
In UL relay zone, the RS relays the traffic received from
the MSs to the BS. To satisfy the flow conservation constraint,
the link capacity of RS-to-BS should be high enough to
accommodate all the traffic received by the RS in the UL
access zone. We assume that K Relay slots are allocated to the
UL relay zone per frame.
Assume that there are CvM2R voice users and CdM2R data
users associated with the MS-to-RS access zone admitted in

the system, respectively. CvM2R and CdM2R are random variables
with probability mass function calculated as follows:
P(CvM2R = a) =

I 
J 
N


p(i, j, a, n)

0≤a≤M

i=0 j=0 n=0

P(CdM2R = b) =

I 
J 
M


(15)
p(i, j, m, b)

0≤b≤N

i=0 j=0 m=0

Let NvR2B (NdR2B ) be a random variable denoting the
number of slots occupied in UL relay zone by a voice (data)
user associated with the MS-to-RS access zone.
Rv
NvR2B = R2B
R
(16)
Rd
NdR2B = R2B
R
where RR2B is a random variable denoting the number of
bits that can be transmitted in one slot on RS-to-BS link.
The probability mass functions of random variables NvR2B
and NdR2B can be easily obtained from the probability mass
function of RR2B .
Then the total number of required slots in UL relay zone
per frame is given by:
CvM2R

Z=



NvR2B

CdM2R

+



NdR2B

(17)

Outage in the relay zone is defined to occur when the total
number of required slots exceeds the total number of available
slots allocated to the UL relay zone. If outage occurs, the RS
does not have enough capacity to relay the traffic received
from MSs associated with the MS-to-RS access zone, thus
increase the packet loss probability.
Since Z is a sum of random variables, we can approximate
Z to be a Gaussian random variable by applying the central
limit theorem. The outage probability in the UL relay zone
can be approximated by:

Relay
K
−
E[Z]
Relay
(18)
Poutage = P(Z > K Relay )  Q
V ar(Z)
where the mean and variance of Z are given by:


E[Z] = E E[Z | (CvM2R , CdM2R )]
= E[CvM2R ]E[NcR2B ] + E[CdM2R ]E[NdR2B ]


V ar[Z] = E V [Z | (CvM2R , CdM2R )]


+ V E[Z | (CvM2R , CdM2R )]
= E[CvM2R ]V [NvR2B ] + E[CdM2R ]V [NdR2B ]

+ V [CvM2R ]E 2 [NvR2B ] + V [CdM2R ]E 2 [NdR2B ]
(19)

D. Calculation of System Erlang Capacity
The Erlang capacity in this paper is defined as the maximum
value of the offered traffic in each traffic class that the system
can support when both the blocking probability in the access
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zone and the outage probability in the relay zone do not exceed
certain thresholds. The offered traffic A is usually defined as
the average number of connection attempts per mean service
time. In this paper, the offered traffic of voice users is equal
λM2B +λM2R
+ AM2R
= v μv v , and the offered traffic
to Av = AM2B
v
v

Initialize ( K Re lay , Av , Ad )

v

M 2R

, CdM 2 R )

Re lay

Increase K

Calculate Poutage

λM2B +λM2R

of data users is equal to Ad = AM2B
+ AM2R
= d μd d .
d
d
In 802.16j MMR networks, there are a total of K slots
available for UL transmissions per frame. K Access of them
are allocated to the UL access zone, while the remaining
K Relay = K − K Access slots are allocated to the UL relay
zone. If the system does not allocate enough bandwidth to
the UL relay zone, the link capacity of RS-to-BS is not high
enough for the RS to relay the traffic received from the MSs
to the BS. On the other hand, if the system allocates too
much bandwidth to the UL relay zone, not only the redundant
capacity in the relay zone is wasted, but also the capacity in
the access zone is decreased. Therefore, the value of K Relay is
a critical factor on the overall system performance of a relay
network and has to be carefully designed.
From the analytical models developed in the previous two
subsections, we note that the outage probability in the relay
zone is determined by the bandwidth allocated to the relay link
K Relay , and the distributions of voice users and data users
associated with the MS-to-RS access zone {CvM2R , CdM2R },
which depend on the blocking probability. On the other hand,
the blocking probability in the access zone is determined by
the offered traffic {Av , Ad }, and the bandwidth allocated to
the access link K Access = K − K Relay , which depends on the
outage probability. Therefore, the calculations of the blocking
probability in the access zone and the outage probability in the
relay zone are tightly coupled. In this subsection, we propose
a joint algorithm to determine the optimal value of K Relay and
obtain the UL Erlang capacity of an 802.16j MMR network.
The design objective of the proposed algorithm is to minimize the value of K Relay while maintaining a prescribed
target outage probability in the UL relay zone, so that most
of the bandwidth can be allocated to the UL access zone
to accommodate more user traffic. The proposed algorithm
consists of iterations of two steps. In the first step, given
the traffic loads of voice users and data users {Av , Ad }, the
blocking probabilities in the access zone {Pvblock , Pdblock } are
obtained such that the outage probability in the relay zone
PRelay
outage does not exceed certain threshold. Specifically, the
proposed algorithm first sets an initial value of K Relay , and
calculates the blocking probabilities in the access zone, the
user distributions, and the outage probability in the relay zone
by using Exp. (14), (15) & (18). Then it checks whether
PRelay
outage meets its requirement or not at the current value
of K Relay . The value of K Relay is increased if PRelay
outage is
larger than the threshold, and is decreased otherwise. Unless
Relay
is further increased or
PRelay
outage meets its requirement, K
Relay
decreased. Once Poutage is satisfied, the blocking probabilities
are recorded under given traffic loads. Then the values of
offered traffic {Av , Ad } are modified and the above procedure
is repeated. After we have got the blocking probabilities under

d

Calculate ( Pblock , Pblock , Cv

Re lay

Decrease K Re lay

Y
Poutage meets
requirement?

Change ( Av , Ad )

N

N

Poutage > Preq

Y
Record

v
block

(P

under certain

Y

d
, Pblock
)
( Av , Ad )

Change the
offered traffic?

Fig. 2.

N

Extract Erlang
( Av , Ad )
Capacity Region

Flow chart of the proposed joint algorithm

Parameter

Value

Bandwidth

10 MHz

Frame duration

1 ms

Number of slots in the uplink, K

1000

Number of symbols per time slot, s

4

Nakagami fading parameter, m

1

Coverage of a RS, ρ

10%

Number of RSs deployed per cell, n

1−3

Average SNR over MS-to-BS, γ M2B

8 dB

γ M2R

11 dB

Average SNR over RS-to-BS, γ R2B

20 dB

Target PER, P0

10−4

Constant bit rate for voice users, Rv

64 bits/frame

Minimum bit rate for data users, Rd

128 bits/frame

Average SNR over MS-to-RS,

TABLE II
S YSTEM PARAMETERS USED FOR THE NUMERICAL EVALUATION

various traffic loads, the algorithm proceeds to the second step,
where the Erlang capacity region is obtained by extracting
the maximum values of {Av , Ad } when both requirements of
blocking and outage probabilities are satisfied. The flow chart
of the joint algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present some numerical results based on
the analytical models developed in Section III.
We consider an infrastructure-based two-hop cellular network, where n RSs are placed uniformly at the same distance
from the BS. Each RS is deployed to cover a fraction ρ of
the cell radius. Assuming uniform MS distribution, the arrival
intensity of voice and data users associated with the MS-to-RS
access zone is a fraction of the arrival intensity of voice and
data users associated with the MS-to-BS access zone, which is
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Fig. 3. Blocking probability of voice service versus different traffic loads,
with 2 RSs deployed per cell and a target outage probability of 3%

λM2B

v,d
equal to λM2R
v,d = 1−nρ · nρ. The system parameters are listed
in Table II.
We set the target outage probability in the relay zone to
be 3%, which is usually considered to be an acceptable QoS
requirement. Fig. 3 shows the blocking probability of voice
service versus different traffic loads of voice and data service
in Erlangs, with 2 RSs deployed per cell. The figure shows
that the blocking probability increases monotonically as the
traffic load increases. Furthermore, the increase of data traffic
will cause the blocking probability to rise more sharply than
the increase of voice traffic. This is because data service has
a higher bit rate requirement than voice service, thus occupies
more system bandwidth than voice service does.
A two dimensional Erlang capacity region at 3% blocking
probability is depicted in Fig. 4 with no RS, 1 RS, 2 RSs,
and 3 RSs deployed per cell. The ’no RS’ curve corresponds
to the performance of conventional 802.16e UL, while the
remaining three curves characterize the performance of the
802.16j UL. The figure shows that a significant higher user
load can be accommodated by the relay-enhanced 802.16j
networks, and the system Erlang capacity region increases
as the number of RSs increases. The higher capacity gain
with increasing number of RSs is due to the reason that
with uniform user distribution, more users that are located
in the edge of a cell area will be served by the RS with high
link spectrum efficiency when the number of RSs deployed
per cell increases, therefore significantly enlarge the system
Erlang capacity region. However, the actual number of RSs to
be deployed in a cell and the placement of RSs have to be
carefully designed to guarantee a cost-effective RS solution.
To capture the trade-off between the network capacity gain
and the cost with RS deployment, a cost-benefit analysis of
the relay deployment will be performed in future work.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated the uplink capacity
of a two-hop relay-enhanced 802.16j network with adaptive

5

10
15
offered traffic of data users (Erlangs)

20

Fig. 4. Two dimensional Erlang capacity region of the system with different
number of RSs deployed per cell, target blocking probability 3%

modulation and coding scheme applied in the PHY layer. Two
types of service, voice service and data service, are supported
by the system with a given quality of service. Based on the
new frame structure introduced in 802.16j, we have developed
analytical models to calculate the blocking probability in the
access zone and the outage probability in the relay zone. Since
the calculation of the blocking and the outage probabilities are
tightly coupled, we proposed a joint algorithm to determine
the optimal value of bandwidth distribution between the access
zone and the relay zone, as well as to obtain the Erlang
capacity that the system can support when both the blocking
and the outage probabilities are within certain thresholds.
Numerical results have shown that the UL Erlang capacity
region for both voice and data traffic increases significantly
when RSs are deployed in the system.
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